Editorial

Fraud and other misconduct in biomedical research

R. Illingworth

Research makes such a significant contribution to medical practice and to the health of the nation that it would be complacent to assume its continued good health. In 1988 Stephen Lock, then editor of the British Medical Journal, asked whether misconduct in medical research existed in Britain and undertook a personal survey14. He concluded that such misconduct did indeed exist, and that urgent action was required to counter it and maintain public confidence4,8,15. Since that time little has been done until recently, but a small group of British editors has continued to write expressing concern over the lack of processes to counter the problem2,5,6. A small number of high profile cases involving British researchers in prestigious medical institutions has come to light4,8,15, but these may well be only the visible part of a much greater problem. Some cases may go undetected, and others are probably dealt with without publicity within the Institutions in which they occur. These cases are gross and deliberate frauds involving fabrication or falsification of data, or plagiarism of other researchers work. Much more common is research misconduct comprising a whole range of activities which do not conform to good research practice, and cannot be considered acceptable.

There are many definitions of such misconduct but they include omission of patients not conforming to the rest of the data, inventing additional patients, and changing some of the data20. More common are multiple publications of the same material, breaking a single piece of work down into multiple publications (sali sliced publications), gift authorship, conflicts of interest influencing publication and bias by reviewers or even editors7. Such misconduct as multiple publications may sometimes be detected by reviewers, but can easily be identified in retrospect by the use of MEDLINE. A study of one year's publications in three general surgical journals showed that nearly 14% were duplicate or salami sliced publications21. Similar results have been found in an orthopaedic journal and in ENT3,10. Checking of references sometimes shows that arguments are supported by references to other publications which are in fact not supportive.

So why does this happen? Clearly in generously funded research, usually supported by pharmaceutical firms, financial gain can provide a strong motivation, particularly for those working independently. In centres of clinical research the motives may well be more complicated. The pressures to publish to achieve promotion, or even to retain employment may be intense, but probably more significant may be the ambition to be famous. The ranking of academic institutions by the number of publications and size of research grants could well be a factor in provoking a climate of competition, which could distort researchers' perception of what is acceptable. Certainly the motivation is there, and also the means and opportunity. Detection may well be very difficult and once successful fraud has been performed the temptation to repeat it may well be very strong16. The consequences of detecting such activity, particularly if this becomes public knowledge, can be very damaging for research institutions. It is likely therefore that such fraudulent misconduct does occur, and that organisations will wish to avoid even internal publicity.

These concerns have led to initiatives which have produced the Uniform Requirements for Manuscripts Submitted to Biomedical Journals, commonly known as the Vancouver guidelines11, and more recently the forming of COPE, the Committee on Publication Ethics22, which has now a large membership of British biomedical journals. COPE holds meetings, and publishes an annual report in which members or invited speakers discuss current issues of publication ethics26. COPE will also review and advise on anonymised cases of concern. The results of discussion and outcome in such cases are published by COPE in its annual report26.

Initially when the editors raised their concerns they felt that some national organisation should be established to monitor and regulate standards of behaviour by medical researchers6,23. Such bodies have been established in a number of other countries, notably the United States and some Scandinavian countries. However there was a view that such a body was not necessary in Britain because research fraud misconduct was rare, and when it occurred it could be most effectively dealt with by the organisations.
in which it was discovered\textsuperscript{13}. Some way towards providing a national framework has been produced by the establishment of Research Governance, which provides a register of research activity in each institution and links in with mandatory submission to Medical Research Ethics Committees\textsuperscript{17}. There is also a developing protocol for the investigation of suspected research fraud with adjudication independently of the process of investigation, and referral to the General Medical Council if appropriate\textsuperscript{25}.

However, all this leads largely with maintenance of a register of research activity, and addressing the problem once research fraud or misconduct is suspected. The issue of prevention, which must be in principal more desirable, remains as yet largely undeveloped, despite the opportunities in undergraduate medical training, the supervision of research, and the processes for employment and publication. There is no particular reason why members of the medical profession or scientific community should be any more honest than the general public. The results of studies to investigate the honesty of medical students and researchers are not encouraging. An American study of biomedical trainees showed that 23% had received no if training in research ethics, 36% had observed some kind of scientific misconduct, and that 15% were prepared to manipulate research data to obtain a grant or achieve publication\textsuperscript{12}. Another study looked at the percentage of medical students and staff who were aware of or had participated in cheating. The study showed that the estimates of the medical students of the percentage of their fellows who cheated grew progressively during the four years of the study, and that their teachers largely agreed with these estimates\textsuperscript{1}. Confidence that this was a North American phenomenon must have been dispelled by the report that a medical student in a London medical school who cheated in the final examination was allowed to pass\textsuperscript{24}.

There needs to be a change in culture. No longer can it be possible to believe that such fraud and misconduct is rare, and that when detected it can be handled informally within the establishment. The medical undergraduate curriculum needs to include teaching not only on the ethics of clinical practice but also the ethics of medical research. The institutions in which such research is carried out need to reinforce such earlier teaching with induction courses, and to write into contracts of employment a requirement to report any suspicion of such misconduct, to cooperate in any investigation, and to retain the original data sheets\textsuperscript{25}. It should be made clear that the data are not the property of the individual researcher but rather of the institution in which the research has taken place, or the outside body which has funded it. There should be well publicised policies to protect whistleblowers, going beyond the Public Interest Disclosure Act 1998, which gives whistleblowers the right to claim for dismissal, provided the correct procedures have been followed, but does not otherwise protect employment\textsuperscript{19}. The Medical Research Council and the Royal College of Physicians have produced papers detailing policies and procedures for the investigations of allegations of biomedical fraud and misconduct\textsuperscript{6,18} and similar procedures need to be established in every organisation in which research takes place. Research supervisors may need to be more actively involved in not only the supervision but also the conduct of research, and to be prepared to look at the raw experimental data. The biomedical journals have also a role to play. Clearly their role is not to investigate cases of suspected fraud or misconduct; that is a role that most appropriately falls to employers or regulators such as the GMC. What journals can do is to update their Instructions to authors to address such issues as conflicts of interest, not only for those that submit for publication, but also for reviewers and editors. Reviewers should be asked to consider, not only the quality of the work submitted and its originality, but also whether it could have been published elsewhere, and whether there is any other suspicion of fraud or misconduct. The question of the authorship needs to be addressed. It is no longer acceptable that the head of a department should automatically be one of the authors of a paper, even if he or she has written the successful grant application\textsuperscript{14}. Each author should be required to identify exactly what contribution has been made since there are now well established criteria for authorship\textsuperscript{11}.

The medical and scientific communities still enjoy a high reputation among the general public. To maintain this the biomedical research community should ensure that there are procedures in place to promote a culture of intellectual honesty, and effective mechanisms to address failures when these occur.
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Hace unos meses, el Dr. Robin Illingworth, y yo cambiamos impresiones sobre la conveniencia de publicar un editorial sobre "Ética en la investigación". El Dr. Illingworth me precedió en la presidencia del Comité de Ética de la EANS. En uno de los números recientes de "Neurocirurgia", (octubre, 2004) escribi una revisión del libro titulado "Fraud and misconduct in biomedical research". Después leí este editorial de Illingworth en el "British Journal of Neurosurgery" y me pareció oportuno reproducirlo en nuestra revista, con la debida autorización del editor del BJJN, en lugar de hacer un artículo conjunto, como proponía su autor.

Es muy probable que la situación española no sea parecida a la inglesa o a la de otros países anglosajones. Al menos no se han detectado casos escandalosos, con gran repercusión mediática. Sin embargo, cabe adoptar alguna medida preventiva sobre ciertos puntos de "conductas inapropiadas", puntos que deben ser tenidos en cuenta por las personas que revisan los trabajos, cuando recomienden sean aceptados para su publicación. La fragmentación de un trabajo en varios artículos (efecto salami) y su publicación en distintas revistas, la reiteración de artículos con